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Kentucky Penal Code: 






Felony — Class X 
511.1101 
 











Felony — Class A 
511.1102 
 









sexual intercourse by force, or where victim is physically incapacitated, and 









using fire with intent to damage building while reckless as to building 











Felony — Class B 
511.1103 
 
acting under extreme emotional disturbance to commit what otherwise 








knowingly restraining another unlawfully (kidnapping); intent to ask for 




using or threatening use of force in the course of committing a theft 





using or threatening use of force in the course of committing a theft 








using fire with intent to (damage another’s building) or (damage any 




knowingly using fire and recklessly placing another in danger of death, 












entering building with intent to commit crime (burglary); defendant 





Hiding/destroying property (greater than $1,000,000) subject to a security 









fiduciary using property (greater than $1,000,000) in unauthorized manner 







Felony — Class C 
511.1104 
 




recklessly (or grossly negligently with a deadly weapon) causing injury to 




sexual intercourse, victim is less than 16 and defendant is at least four 









theft greater than $10,000, or property was a firearm, or receiver was in the 




knowingly using fire and recklessly placing (another in danger of injury) or 
(building in danger of damage) 
 
522.2206 (2)(a), (g) 
 
recklessly damaging property of another or negligently damaging property 












with intent to deceive, altering the writing of another without authority, 




Hiding/destroying property (greater than $10,000) subject to a security 









fiduciary using property (greater than $10,000) in unauthorized manner 




sexual intercourse with one known to be an ancestor, descendant, sibling, 





offering / accepting pecuniary benefit in exchange for influence with 




escaping from detention facility or custody (escape), using or threatening 







inducing a minor to engage in a performance known to include sexual 




aiding or facilitating or operating an act or enterprise of prostitution 






Felony — Class D 
511.1105 
 








recklessly (or grossly negligently with a deadly weapon) causing injury to 




recklessly, with extreme indifference to human life, creating a risk of death 
or serious injury (aggravated endangerment) 
 
512.1204 (3)(a), (c) 
 
two or more acts of intentional harassment under circumstances that 
would cause a reasonable person mental distress, with threat of sexual 
contact, injury, or death, if (i) in violation of a protective order, or (ii) 
against a former crime victim, or (iii) if previously convicted of crime 




knowingly causing person under 12 or helpless person to suffer cruel 












knowingly restraining another unlawfully (unlawful restraint), victim is 




knowingly taking or keeping from lawful custody any person entrusted by 













recklessly damaging property of another or negligently damaging property 












with intent to deceive, altering the writing of another without authority 




knowingly tampering with a writing with intent to deceive; writing was a 








Hiding/destroying property (greater than $1000) subject to a security 











director of a financial institution knowingly receives investment knowing 




fiduciary using property (greater than $1000) in unauthorized manner 





knowingly establishing or operating a business that falsely represents itself 




knowingly offering or accepting benefit with understanding that benefit 












parent or guardian deserts a minor under circumstances endangering 




persistently failing to provide support when under a duty to do so (flagrant 




knowingly inducing minor to engage in felony other than sexual or 




offering a pecuniary benefit to public servant for performance of official 




in contemplation of official action, public servant uses nonpublic 




making a material false statement that one does not believe to be true in 












with intent to hinder arrest or prosecution, harboring or helping someone 




with intent to elude, recklessly disobeying order to stop from known police 




intentionally resisting arrest (resisting arrest), defendant deprives officer of 

















intentionally failing to appear after released from custody with a condition 








with intent to influence witness or other participant in legal process, using 






















knowingly participating in a riot, if someone other than a participant 




inducing a minor to engage in a performance known to include sexual 









aiding or facilitating or operating an act or enterprise of prostitution 




aiding or facilitating or operating an act or enterprise of prostitution 




intentionally excavating human remains for future sale, or sexually 










Knowingly aiding or soliciting an attempted suicide 
512.1201 
 
recklessly (or grossly negligently with a deadly weapon) causing injury to 












intentional harassment under circumstances that would cause a reasonable 
person mental distress, if (i) in violation of a protective order or (ii) against 
a former crime victim or (iii) if previously convicted of crime against same 




recklessly causing person under 12 or helpless person to suffer cruel 




sexual contact by forcible compulsion or where victim is physically 




subjecting another (excluding spouse) to sexual contact, victim is mentally 




subjecting another (excluding spouse) to sexual contact, victim an inmate 




theft greater than $300  
 
522.2206 (2)(c), (g) 
 
recklessly damaging property of another or negligently damaging property 








entering or remaining without authority (criminal trespass), in a dwelling 




without consent from at least one party, trespassing on property to 
eavesdrop, or installing surveillance equipment to record events in a 




Hiding/destroying property (greater than $300) subject to a security 









fiduciary using property (greater than $300) in unauthorized manner 







persistently failing to provide support when under a duty to do so (flagrant 
nonsupport), person owes over $1,000 or is 6 months behind or places 




public servant intentionally committing an unauthorized official act, if 




making a material false statement that one does not believe to be true in a 








with intent to influence a witness or other participant in legal process, 
misleading or inducing a witness to be absent, or alter testimony or vote, 




defendant is owner of animal or property used for fight among animals or 























intentional harassment directed at a specific person under circumstances 
that would cause a reasonable person mental distress, with threat of sex, 




grossly negligently causing person under 12 or helpless person to suffer 




subjecting another (excluding spouse) to sexual contact, victim is less than 












to compel another to take action or refrain from action, unlawfully 
threatening to commit a crime, accuse another of a crime, expose a secret, 


















recklessly damaging property of another or negligently damaging property 








entering or remaining without authority (criminal trespass) in a place 
enclosed so as to exclude intruders 
 
524.2402 (1)(a), (c) 
 
knowingly, and without consent, opening or reading a sealed private 
communication, or obtaining from a communications common carrier 











knowingly divulging information gained by illegal surveillance, learned as 
an employee of a communications common carrier, or learned as employee 













with intent to defraud, altering object such that it appears to have 




representing oneself as another or representing oneself to have a 




knowingly selling mislabeled, adulterated, or less than the represented 













Hiding/destroying property (less than $300) subject to a security interest in 













fiduciary using property (less than $300) in unauthorized manner 








using stolen, forged, revoked, canceled, or otherwise unauthorized credit 













person charged with care of minor fails to exercise reasonable diligence to 




knowingly giving alcohol to minor or knowingly inducing minor to 











public servant knowingly commits an act that is an unauthorized exercise 








misleading a public servant via materially false written statement or other 























with intent to hinder arrest or prosecution, harboring or helping someone 









intentionally resisting arrest, where defendant uses or threatens force 












intentionally failing to appear after released from custody with a condition 








delivering a request for money on behalf of a creditor such that it 
















dissemination of obscene material, if person has more than one copy or if 










injurious maltreatment of an animal, including fights among animals 










Misdemeanor — Class B 
512.1201 
 










intentional harassment under circumstances that would cause a reasonable 




subjecting another (excluding spouse) to sexual contact, if without consent 
or victim is less than 16 and the defendant is 4 years older 
 
522.2206 (2)(e), (g) 
 
recklessly damaging property of another or negligently damaging property 








giving false name or address to peace officer after having been warned that 
















assembling with 5 or more others in preparation to riot, or remaining in 




participating with 2 or more others in disorderly conduct and refusing to 




being reckless as to causing public inconvenience, fighting, creating a 













appearing at a public place while under the influence of drugs, to such a 




recklessly rendering highway impassible without legal privilege to do so 




intentionally obstructing a meeting or procession or making a gesture or 


















person having possession of premises that he knows is being used for 
























appearing at a public place while under the influence of alcohol, to such a 




Loitering in a public place for the purpose of offering or accepting a fee to 
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